


































  

5. Solutions. Numerical Results
To gain understanding of solutions, consider first α = 0.
With εi = (E – (-)i r) / (2 λ), spectrum given by 

                Im(σi) = {1 - ε2
i}1/2 .

Usual semicircle law. Two branch points at ε = § 1. Each
σi defined on Riemann surface with two sheets.

For α ≠ 0, solution defined on Riemann surface with four sheets.
But which sheet to choose for physically relevant solution? Take
α very small, use perturbation theory, find that we need pair
(σ1, σ2) of solutions for which imaginary parts have opposite
signs and Im(σ1) > 0. Then total level density ρ(E) given by

                         ρ(E) = (N / (π λ)) Im (σ1 + σ2) .



  

Eliminate σ2 and obtain fourth-order equation for σ1. Then
σ2 obtained from solution σ1 via linear equation.

Pairs of solutions:

● Four pairs of complex solutions: Domain (I)

● Two pairs of real and two pairs of complex solutions with
    equal signs for Im(σ1) and Im(σ2): Domain (II)

● Two pairs of real and two pairs of complex solutions with
    opposite signs for Im(σ1) and Im(σ2): Domain (III)

● Four pairs of real solutions: Domain (IV)

Physically interesting solutions only in domains (I) and (III).



  

Case (a): x = 1.2    Case (b): x = 2.0    Case (c): x = 4.0



  

N = 50, 100 realizations

Comparison of results
for Pastur equation with
those of matrix
diagonalization.



  

Evolution of two spectra
with increasing  α .

Upper panels: x = 1.2

Lower panels: x = 4



  

Normalization integral of total level density taken over real
energies versus α. For α = 0, integral is normalized to unity.

X = 1.2



  

6. Critical Strength
Find smallest value of α for which average spectra touch:
Imaginary parts of a pair of physically acceptable solutions
(σ1, σ2) have non-vanishing values at E = 0.

Determine αcrit analytically from solutions of fourth-order
equation for σ1 at E = 0. Find

             αcrit = x2 – 1.



  

7. Summary
Random-Matrix model for RPA equations with “Generalized
unitary invariance”.

Level repulsion between levels of same sign, level attraction
between levels with opposite sign. Latter causes coalescence
of pairs of eigenvalues with opposite signs at E = 0 and
instability of RPA equations. 

Use Pastur equation to derive two coupled equations for σ1, σ2.
Surprisingly simple structure. Criterion for physically relevant
solutions. Get average level density from (σ1, σ2). Two
parameters: x and α.

With increasing α, semicircles are deformed and move toward
each other. RPA instability for average spectrum: The
deformed spectra touch. Critical strength αcrit = x2 – 1.


